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LA Patio Offers 15 Styles of Lawn Furniture

As a leader in lawn furniture and outdoor patio accessories, LA Patio has increased their line of outdoor
patio furniture to 15 different styles. Boasting quality furniture, LA Patio continues to provide only the best
patio products and service.

May 19, 2008 - PRLog -- Corona, CA – Since 2000, LA Patio has increased their number of lawn furniture
collections to include 15 different styles.  Assisting customers with all areas of outdoor décor, they provide
quality service with 50 years of experience in the market.

With a wide variety of furniture selections, customers can choose from the Milano, Santorini, Laguna,
Newport, Santa Barbara, Somerset, and Montgomery collections.  Other choices include the Ariana, Cape
May, San Clemente, Victoria, Paragon, Gensun, Athena, and Telescope collections.  Whether you are
looking for a touch of Italy, Southern California, or the Cape, you can find what you want in one of these
stylish collections of patio and lawn furniture.

For years, outdoor entertainers have sacrificed style for comfort and durability when it came to patio
furniture.  Each collection includes furniture pieces created with strong, cast aluminum frames.  These
frames are resistant to almost any type of weather.  Unlike other types of patio furniture material, aluminum
frames do not rust.  For additional information about patio and lawn furniture, you can visit LAPatio.com or
call them at (888) 937-2846.  

About LAPatio.com: Located in Southern California, LA Patio strives to be known as the premier
distributor of outdoor patio furniture and accessories. With a showroom in Corona, California, their website
also provides a place for customers all over the United States to browse and purchase this unique selection
of quality lawn furniture.

Website: www.LAPatio.com
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